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ABSTRACT  

Looking out into the wilderness during a summer day, during day in fall or looking at the snow-

covered trees and ground during the winter, one is struck by the sheer beauty behind this image. 

But without the incoming radiation, in the form of sunlight, one would not be able to see and 

appreciate this beauty.  

 

IRIS measures the incoming radiation from the sun and Earths emissivity reflected either from 

snow covered surfaces or bare vegetation in the Arctic. The spectral signature characteristic of 

terrestrial vegetation, called the “red edge”, will also be examined. Measurements are 

performed mainly by IR and visible light sensors. A high-altitude balloon is required to 

distinguish between the albedo of cold white clouds and snow as other remote sensing methods 

are not as effective. The polar regions are extremely important to the global climate and BEXUS 

provides a unique opportunity to study this otherwise remote place.  

 

The outcome of this experiment is to detect the difference of the albedo between snow and cold 

white clouds, distinguish healthy vegetation from non-healthy vegetation as well as the 

connection of albedo to cryosphere decrease. 

 

Measuring the radiation balance of the arctic region will aid in future models describing the 

radiative balance and the climate all over planet Earth. 
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